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ICS: Vulnerabilità rilevate

Recorded Future Special Intelligence Desk

Summary

 › Capabilities for attacks on ICS/SCADA1 systems (collectively referred to as ICS below) are growing. The number of publicly disclosed 

vulnerabilities and off-the-shelf exploits targeting ICS systems continues to grow over time and well into 2015, even as awareness of dangers 

for critical infrastructure is improving.

 › Vulnerability patterns are improving for some vendors but not for others. Our assumption is that investments in application and control logic 

security along with active threat intelligence efforts, are paying dividends for some vendors. 

 › Siemens and Schneider, the largest and fourth largest industrial automation vendors2, account for the largest number of reported vulnerabilities, 

with close to 50% of the total. Of note, Siemens PLC product was the target of STUXNET, the predominant example of ICS/SCADA attacks. 

 › The combination of continued growth in ICS vulnerabilities along with off-the shelf exploits targeting these as well as credentials for critical 

infrastructure companies being routinely accessible in public forums leaves critical infrastructure open to potentially more aggressive 

motivations. Historically  few cyber attacks on ICS have been observed; STUXNET continues to be the predominant example. Recently we’ve 

seen novel patterns of attacks that are destructive and extortionist in nature – such as the Sony attack, bank extortion by the Rex Mundi hacker 

group, and the more prevalent Cryptolocker strain of malware. Destructive/extortionist attacks on ICS are a potentially logical continuation, if 

yet observed in the wild.

Introduction

The capabilities for ICS attacks are growing and actual ICS probes and attacks are growing as well. Dell SecureWorks states in 

their 2015 Annual Threat Report, “ In 2014, Dell saw a 2X increase in SCADA attacks compared with 2013.”  Further, in terms 

of motivations, Dell states, “SCADA attacks tend to be political in nature, since they target operational capabilities within power 

plants, factories, and refineries, rather than credit card information.”  DigitalBond introduces some alternative motivations in 

their blog Monetizing SCADA Attacks.

Trend Micro very nicely lays out results of honeypots designed to catch ICS attacks in their report The SCADA That Didn’t Cry 

Wolf.

To study risks to ICS infrastructure we analyze a few datasets – including the NIST Vulnerability database as well as the 

Recorded Future Web intelligence holdings, which includes data from the open, deep, and dark Web.

The totality of the NIST Vulnerability database at the time of this analysis included over 71,500 vulnerabilities across many 

types of software systems. We used a series of search criteria to identify a subset of ICS vulnerabilities (such as “SCADA” , 

“ ICS” , “PLC” , as well as a series of key vendor names, but then filtering out non-SCADA records – for example, PLC is an 

overloaded term and some vendors are in multiple industries). Our result set was about 400 records in size.

THREAT INTELLIGENCE REPORT

Up and to the Right
ICS/SCADA Vulnerabilities by the Numbers

1 Industrial Control Systems / Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
2 “ BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research” . Date 16 May 2014



Attacchi ICS: Quanto sono frequenti?

<0,1% 35%

24585 Attacchi Cause Incidenti



Come spiegare questo paradosso…

Difficoltà nel monetizzare gli attacchi

Costo degli attacchi

Maggiori rischi
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Certego ICS/SCADA Threat Intelligence
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